Abstract. It is shown that it is consistent with ZFC that no nonprincipal ultrafilter on u is a g-point (also called a rare ultrafilter).
(3) U is a semi-(¿-point (also called rapid [C] , iff V/ E «", 3g E <o", \/nf(n) < g(n) andg"w E U.
(4) U is semiselective iff it is a P-point and a semi-(¿-point.
(5) For/, g E o>", [/ < g iff 3nVm>n (f(m) < g(m))]. (6) For S C to", [S is dominant iff V/ E «" 3g E S (f < g)].
Theorem 1 (Ketonen [Ke] ). // every dominant family has cardinality 2"°, then there exists a P-point.
Theorem 2 (Mathias, Taylor [M3] ). If there exists a dominant family of cardinality Hx, then there exists a Q-point.
Kunen [Kul] showed that adding N2 random reals to a model of ZFC + GCH gives a model with no semiselective ultrafilters. More recently he showed [Ku2] that if one first adds N, Cohen reals (then the random reals) then the resulting model has a P-point. In either case one has a dominant family of size N, so there is a (¿-point.
Theorem 3. The following are equivalent:
(1) U is a semi-Q-point.
(2) Given Pn C to finite for n < to there exists X E U such that V/i, \X n P"| < n.
(3) 3 h E ww such that given Pn C ic finite for n < u there exists X E U such that V«, \X n P"\ < h(n).
Proof.
(1)=>(2). Let f(n) = sup(Um<" Pm) + 1. Suppose that for all n, g(n) >f(n); then P" n g"<o C {g(0), . . ., g(n -1)}. Proof. (=>) Given Pk C « finite let P£ = {<«, «t>: m E Pk and « < m). Choose Z E U X F so that Vac, \Z n P*| < Ac. Let « G « so that Y = {m > n: (n, m) E Z) E V then Vac, | Y n PJ < k. (More generally if /"t/ = F and £/ is a semi-ß-point and/ is fini te-to-one then V is a semi-(2-point.)
(<=) Given Pk C u2 finite, choose «^ increasing so that /^ Ç «¿. Let Y E V so that Vac, |«* n K| < Ac. Let Z = U *<"{&} x {m: m E Y and m > nk) then
which has cardinality < (Ac + l)2. □ Theorem 5. In Laver's model N for the Borel conjecture [L] there are no semi-Q-points.
Proof. Some definitions from [L] : (1) T E ^ iff T is a subtree of u<u with the property that there exist s E T (called stem T) so that Vf G T, t C s or s çz t, and if t 2 s and t G T then there are infinitely many « G to such that i"<«) G T.
(2) f > Tint G T. Proof. We may as well assume that the stem of T is 0. Given g any infinite family of sets of cardinality < N < w there exists G, \G\ < N, 3Q C Q infinite so that VF, F E Q, F c\ F Q G (i.e., a A-system). Now trim T to obtain f > T so that Vie 7", 3G, ç [Ac,,, w] finite (s = (&<»..., k")) and for all /, / immediately below s in T, (F, n F¡) C Gs. Build two sequences of finite subtrees of T:
and U"<UT' = V > T for i = 0, 1. This is done as follows: Suppose we have Tn°, /""' and we are presented with i E r"° and asked to add an immediate extension of s to Tn°. Then since {Ft -Gs: t immediately below s in T] is a family of disjoint sets and G, C [k", u] where ( = (k0, . . . , kn) we can find infinitely many / immediately below s in T so that [OF, -Gs) u G,] n U (F, U Gs) = 0. D The above is a double fusion argument. Some more definitions from [L] :
(1) Fix a natural «-ordering of «<w and for any T E S transfer it to {t E T: stem T C t) in a canonical fashion. 7Xn> denotes the nth element of {/ E T: stem 7/ C t).
(2) f"> Tifff>T and V, > n, f</> = T<i>. (4) For K finite and n < a, p£ > q iff [p > q and \/a E K, p [a lh "/»(a) "> <?(«)"]• Lemma 2. Le? f be a term denoting the first Laver real and t any term. If p E PU2 and p lh "t E u", Vn (/(n) < r(n)) a/W t increasing" then 3Z0, Z, ímcA //ja? Z0 n Z, ¿s /in/ie a/ii/ 3/j0, px > p such that p¡ lh "tw Ç Z," /or / = 0, 1.
Proof. Construct a sequence p </V" />" </<" pn+x so that U.</, -U "<u supp(/?") and 0 E K0. Having gotten />", let s = (&0, . . . , *J be P" (0) (3) In neither the Laver or Mathias models are there small dominant families so by Ketenon [Ke] there is a P-point. Also it is easily shown no ultrafilter is generated by fewer then N2 sets.
(4) Not long after the results of this paper were obtained, Shelah showed that it is consistent that no P-points exist [W] . In his model there is a dominant family of size N,, so there are (2-points. It remains open whether or not it is consistent that there are no P-points or Q-points.
Conjecture. Borel conjecture <=> there does not exist a semi-g-point.
